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Eli Lilly and Company Agrees to Pay $1.415 Billion
to Resolve Allegations of Off-Label Promotion of Zyprexa
$515 Million Criminal Fine Is Largest Individual Corporate Criminal Fine in History; Civil Settlement up to $800 Million

Pharmaceutical giant Eli Lilly and Company has agreed to plead guilty and pay $1.415 billion for promoting its drug
Zyprexa as an “off-label” treatment for dementia, including Alzheimer’s dementia, in elderly people when those uses were
not approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the Department of Justice announced January 15, 2009. The
global settlement and the civil and criminal prosecutions that it arises from highlights the growing emphasis that U.S.
regulators are placing on aggressive enforcement of federal and state laws regulating the marketing and referral practices
of pharmaceutical, durable medical equipment and other health industry organizations.
According to the announcement, Eli Lilly agreed to enter a global resolution with the United States to resolve criminal and
civil allegations that it promoted its antipsychotic drug Zyprexa for uses not approved by the FDA. Eli Lilly's guilty plea
and sentence is not final until accepted by the U.S. District Court. Under this global settlement agreement: Eli Lilly:

• Will forfeit assets of $100 million and pay a criminal fine of $515 million, the largest ever in a health care case, and the
largest criminal fine for an individual corporation ever imposed in a United States criminal prosecution of any kind.

• Will pay Eli Lilly will also pay up to $800 million in a civil settlement with the federal government and the states. to
resolve civil allegations originally brought in four separate lawsuits under the qui tam provisions of the federal False
Claims Act. The federal share of the civil settlement amount is $438 million. Under the terms of the civil settlement, Eli
Lilly will pay up to $361 million to those states that opt to participate in the agreement.

• Signed a plea agreement admitting its guilt to a misdemeanor criminal charge.
• Signed a civil settlement to resolve civil claims that by marketing Zyprexa for unapproved uses, it caused false claims
for payment to be submitted to federal insurance programs such as Medicaid, TRICARE and the Federal Employee
Health Benefits Program, none of which provided coverage for such off-label uses.
The Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FDCA) requires that a company specify the intended uses of a product in its new drug
application to the FDA. Before approving a drug, the FDA must determine that the drug is safe and effective for the use
proposed by the company. Once approved, the drug may not be marketed or promoted for off-label uses.
The global settlement resolves charges that Eli Lilly violated the FDCA by promoting Zyprexa as a treatment for agitation,
aggression, hostility, dementia, Alzheimer’s dementia, depression and generalized sleep disorder when it was not
approved by the FDA for those uses.
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of
Justice
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http://www.usdoj.gov/opa/pr/2009/January/09-civ-038.html.
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